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MEMORANDUR FOR; Chief, WE/6

ATTENTION:	 ::3
SUBJECT:	 Letter Allegedly Written by Stepan BANDERA Being Sold

by Anonymous Canadian Source

1. Attached is a copy of a letter alleeedly writtee by BANDERA
and the letter of transmittal sent by an unidentified individual to the
ANCAB8CATARY/1 newspaper office in Munich, Germany, in January of this
'mar. Conies of the same letters also were received by the editor of
El	 A in Fradkfurt. Tranalations of the highlight* of the letters

are attached.

2. The alleged MOM letter was signed "BETIEKHO" (a name
used by BANDERA) in the game handwriting as that of the handwritten por-
tion of the letter. The handwritten portion of this letter and a twelve-
year old sample of BANDERA s e handwriting supplied by AECAS8OWARY/2 were
compared by TSD„ which stated that: "A basis for the association of the
handwriting in the origival letter with the handwritten postscript could
not be found. While there is some similarity between the two writings,
there are several irreconcilable differences which preclude an identifi-
cation. The span of twelve years between the writings and the limited
quantity of writing in the postscript were obstacles to a thorough
comparison."

3. Neither LI	 Tn nor ANCASSCWARY/1 plea to bargain for
the additional documents to which the writer claims to have access.
However, the Canadians may be interested in determining the true idea-
tity of the document peddler who is using the Bank of Montreal Account
No. 7217. AZCASSOWARY/2 has determined through a Canadian contact that
the account is established in the name of Miss D. HOOPER. in order to
protect this contact it is requested that only the account number be
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lagbly Esteemed Meat

Attached is a letter written O. Benders, whom you WIICAf
one of his frismds in the U. S. A. Xn the event you will need other docu-
ments, you can also obtain them ter your us*.

Xt is ualerstood, that X will not give then away for free. In
return for the attached copy, you shcold send as t4100 to $300. The =cunt
&Mende upon your circumstances sad won the wane you place on the docu-
ments. You undoubtedly understand that X an not baramining in this regard
only with you but with others. Therefore, my friend, the early bird gets
the worm.

Xt vlU AU depend on how soon and how much you send me. X
shall await receipt of your parsent to 701( twectunt--No, Talli Bank of
Montreal, 173-175 'rouge State*, TOrtintO,p Cambs.

fat Tu. L.
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TRANSLATION

Plarch, 1957

Glory to the Ukrainet

Dear Aland;

Thank you for the mail which I received at. an ninierteme time.
Since the individual who delivered the mail is anxious to leave, I as
putting aside everything else in Order to further acTuaint you with a
Y017 urgent, very vital protases which now become* one of the most ix-
portant in the Organization. The AneViegla mould like to bring the en-
tix* etyma* of the anslaved nation* to a so-called single Snort, which
would include the Moscovitea end which would be under their leederehip.
Because we 0 as this plan, our relstionsido with the Americans axe not
good. The kieriaatt$ 1417,0 in particular, to use against emir Organization
the My which is an intelligence political center. It is neeessazy for
the Organization to reveal the traitorous role of certain tAmatinlens
TABOMBKII and others in the 	 D. COD (Case Miner comment: This
is ICASSUBA.) has In his possession material film NTS archives which give
211140136 to make these conclusione.

It has been known for suns time now that various political in-
dividuals,- sapecially Americans, are trying to natal:118h direct ties
with our activist* in the Boseland, circumventing the foreiga spoke:sem
of the Liberation moveuent. They would like to discuss only the political
side of relatiOluthipo 011 the baeis of exchanging material aid and to
evade the orstailmcsit of political obligations. They feel that such an
understanding can mare easily he reached with those in the Itonaland- than
with the foreign, representatives. The EP did nothing to prevent, but
on the central helped, the realisation of these harettul Tams. The
went into American service, not caring that these ties, were me-sided
ami completely herntra to the Ukrainian liberation movement-. Among
other things this ms one of the reasons for the conflict among L.,
Br. U., and =ems. Appearizit as high IteLitical representatives or
the MR, theZr Mr:Jai:ally minimized contacts of an Intelligente* nature.
XII this regard the 21:t) find* itself in the mo p role as that played by
the k)Selnykitas on the eve of the German-Bolehavi.k liar. At that time
they (the Kelnykitos) also put all their trust in the Germans. It is
1.40.1 1	 ,Att! t 	 it
Melnich co-operation with the Germans. We awl mew twelogles between
the present situation of the Zi? toad the Melnyelt situation at that time.
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It is evident that there is nothing serious in the Astericans , attitude
toward the Ukrainian liberation movement. Although the VAS% has
received financial aid from thee, it did so because of its intelligence
contacts with the Americans but did not achieve: scything politically help-
ful to the liberation moment.

The other tro-ea•led Delimita split sae also caused mainly titr
the luxericans Via the ZP. %to resat vas that the British severed their
ties with the Organisation, and individual meiters refused to martian
these ties without, permission of the ZehjOTIN leadership. Nov the British
are using A., who is their agent, awl person* connected with them indi-
vidually to maintain ties with the Nateland via clandestine means. In
view of ow politica differences, our roads have parted, so that one
cannot speak of soy sort of aoreement or true unity. Thoreau * there
can only be United co-operation for the benefit of both sides. If in
the Ulosine, in the	 $ and in other Western countriee, there exist -
and operate Oriptr4State4301 Callt, and if active ties are being main-
tained, with them, there is a votsit/WV to obtain Unease" needed by
the Orgerisation fres one or another country for the exchange of suitable
intelligence intormatioe.

The Orgardration must help itself financially, materially, and
tee/Weal-V. It is very clear that ye do not have and will not in the
near future have a friend in a strong nation which mad treat our
liberation etraggle as important exiough to support under any terms. We
must face the facts soberly and coollyt Those who want to be our part-
ners in the liberation movement or those whom vet should like as co-workers
see this partnerehip differently than we do. Thera are no concrete bi-
lateral interests. •That which to us would be most /revertant in a bilat-
eral activity is to then a matter of little Importance or is inconvenient.
On the contrary, their interests in our activity do not wee with ours.
When in the *rain*, in the USW, and in other countries—vertioularly in
Western countries--there exist and operate organizational atlas, and 'when
eufficiently active ties are maintained with thee, then there is oppor-
tunity for the price of intallipance meterials to obtain from one or an-
other country money which is needed by the Orgariration. Intalignmee
information in the hands of the Orputixation is that medium of exchange
for which one can obtain from *new countries such material and service
which are needed in revolutionary activities and which cannot be Obtained
by any other means. The Organization has the opportunity to sailer and
to use information and materials--political„ industrial, mi lAtery, and
tlittlar.....tezniF i Alt" es 71114tieveatemeti lry	 tesewzitt4 "ow tcre:v"" 0".4 "ez "44.4

obtain necessary technical ail without in anyway comprooieipkg
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its politica beliefs, or its activities to these countries and in
addition,* to utilize the MateriA13. for its ova purposes. This type or
exchange is the most convenient for the Organization at a time 'when it
cannot malt on true and trustworthy friends. Intelligence activities
cannot compromise meatbers of the Orgiutization. On the contrary, it is
a sign of the Organization's faith in given samehers. laz Europe this 	.
sativite is developing, and the Onanization already has some financial
backing. It vould seem necessary also to organize such activities in
your area, virleh is the main intersection of the Interest:sof imperialist
Moscow, which for selfish reasons intends to utilize at all cost every
means to determine the strategic military potential. of this and other
countries. Our meaters* which are scattered in this area, could aid the
erifstizatioa in this work. Appropriate terms could be reached to se.0
strategic information to the Soviets and in turn aid our ova liberation

lie must make zumingements for a fey 1.iliVita0AS lit10 Med be
engaged (but not be knowletitgeablel) in this activitir to be freed from
other obligntions, Pass all information to me VIA an individual whom
you. personally trust or to D. OUCH Ow Officer commenkt This is
J* VISTSCO), lito is in sharp of gathering this vieteria. It mine
to me that ve could utilize for this activity an individual. through
vhcze both you and I occasionally exchanged cormspondence and vho fre-
quently is in Germany, I have no doubts about this individual's trust-
worthiness

At your •earliest convenierme please let me know your needs end
your thoughts on the matters so that I can determine how to be of hap
to you.

(Cum Officer eminent: The f03.3.0413$ 3.ast sentence in the
letter was hand 'written:) In conclusion I should like to send you and
sort friends sincerest rogues and best wishes for your perservoren•e in
our activities.

Gram TO THE Mast


